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General Pricing Information
The quoted pricing information for this
service applies equally across all client
sectors.

All pricing information is quoted in pounds
sterling (GBP) and prices are exclusive of VAT
at the applicable rate.

There are no price increases throughout the
duration of the framework.

Any remaining time on customised time
bank support services expire after 3 months.

Pricing for these services is listed in the main
service listing.

Banded pricing and Volume Discounts are
available and are defined in the Service
Description for each service.

SaaS / PaaS Pricing Combining Services
Customers can request multiple services. If
various discrete services are required, the
total price will be the combination of the
individual services requested

SFIA Based Pricing
Resource-based pricing is defined in the SFIA
Rate Card for this service. Fixed price
deliverables and outcomes based pricing is
also available upon request.

The SFIA Rate Card lists the range of day
rates applicable to this service.

Please note that the prices quoted on the
SFIA Rate Card represent the maximum rate
charged for each skill/responsibility level.

Pricing
Information
__________________



SFIA 
Rate Card
__________________

Working day 
8 hours exclusive of travel 
and lunch. 

Working Week 
Monday to Friday excluding 
national holidays 

Office Hours
09:00 – 17:00 
Monday to Friday 

Travel and subsistence 
Included in day rate within 
M25. Payable at standard 
T&S rates outside M25. 

Mileage
As above

Strategy & 
Architecture

Busines
 Change

Solution 
Development & 
Implementation

Service
Management

Procurement 
Management

Client
Interface

1.     Follow £335 - £535 £335 - £535 £335 - £535 £335 - £535 £335 - £535 £335 - £535

2.     Assist £435 - £635 £435 - £635 £435 - £635 £435 - £635 £435 - £635 £435 - £635

3.     Apply £485 - £785 £485 - £785 £485 - £785 £485 - £785 £485 - £785 £485 - £785

4.     Enable £735 - £935 £735 - £935 £735 - £935 £735 - £935 £735 - £935 £735 - £935

5.     Ensure & Advise £885 - £1085 £885 - £1085 £885 - £1085 £885 - £1085 £885 - £1085 £885 - £1085

6.     Initiate & Influence £1035 - £1385 £1035 - £1385 £1035 - £1385 £1035 - £1385 £1035 - £1385 £1035 - £1385

7.     Set Strategy & Inspire £1385 - £1735 £1385 - £1735 £1385 - £1735 £1385 - £1735 £1385 - £1735 £1385 - £1735
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